Spatio-Temporal Signatures to Predict Retinal Disease Recurrence.
We propose a method to predict treatment response patterns based on spatio-temporal disease signatures extracted from longitudinal spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) images. We extract spatio-temporal disease signatures describing the underlying retinal structure and pathology by transforming total retinal thickness maps into a joint reference coordinate system. We formulate the prediction as a multi-variate sparse generalized linear model regression based on the aligned signatures. The algorithm predicts if and when recurrence of the disease will occur in the future. Experiments demonstrate that the model identifies predictive and interpretable features in the spatio-temporal signature. In initial experiments recurrence vs. non-recurrence is predicted with a ROC AuC of 0.99. Based on observed longitudinal morphology changes and a time-to-event based Cox regression model we predict the time to recurrence with a mean absolute error (MAE) of 1.25 months comparing favorably to elastic net regression (1.34 months), demonstrating the benefit of a spatio-temporal survival model.